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CANE’s Classical Calendar for the Academic Year 2015-2016

*Only $11 each or 3 calendars for $28*

- CANE’s 2015-16 Classical Calendar features 12 stunning photographs printed in full color on high-quality paper.
- Our calendar begins with Sextilis/August 2015 and ends with Quintilis/July 2016.
- Each month’s 9-by-12-inch photograph illustrates a beautiful art or architectural treasure of the ancient Mediterranean world.
- Latin month and day names are used throughout the calendar.
- The Latin rendition of Roman date calculation is printed on each day in red ink.
- Significant historical dates and ancient religious celebrations are noted in every month.
- Solar, lunar, seasonal events for 2015-2016 are marked throughout the year.
- All photographs in the calendar were taken by classicists and generously donated to CANE for this project.
- An ancillary guide to the photographs and illustrations is included with the calendar.
- Share the joy of the classics! Give CANE’s Classical Calendar to students or friends and keep one for yourself! The Calendar makes a perfect gift!
- Take advantage of our low price for multiple calendar orders! Up to 3 calendars can be shipped directly to you for only $5 s/h.

Any questions? Please contact Donna Lyons by email for ordering details: mdlyons11@yahoo.com
We are happy to send you a sample month page upon request!

Payments may be made with check or via PayPal.

The CANE Classical Calendar is published by CANEPress and printed by a Master Printer in a small New England shop.

Thank you for your support of CANE!